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Trump's Massive Lead Over DeSantis and the Field:

Recent H2H polls show Trump dominating “copycat” Ron DeSantis 65% to 26%. A

blowout! Ron should get back to Florida instead of wasting money and dividing the

base.



Trump’s Lead Over Biden:

Notably, recent RCP polling shows that Donald Trump maintains a lead over incumbent

President Joe Biden in hypothetical head-to-head matchups 44%-40%.

Trump On Truth

- “DeSanctus: A Very Unappreciative Guy! Now his poll numbers are CRASHING!”

- “Way ahead of Biden and all Republicans in the polls. Thank you!”

- “The DeSanctimonious Polls are crashing because of his stance on Obliterating

Social Security and Medicare. Nothing he will ever do is going to change his votes

against. Attracting small crowds that leave early, never a good sign!”

- “Election Interference”
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Reaction

Trump’s floor of support is higher than any candidate in history.

Former President Trump leading DeSantis in the Governor’s own home state of

Florida spells trouble for “Team DeSantis”. Polls show Trump dominating by 20

points, If Ron loses his home state one could write that up as a career killer,

view John Kasich. It’s a shame DeSantis ruined his political career, many viewed

a Trump-DeSantis ticket as the one that gets the most votes… playing into the

Democrats hands, Ron made a bid mistake.

A Trump-Biden rematch is shaping up - Americans favor “Trump Policies” when

you examine world affairs. Biden and the Democrats have unleashed a potential

global war in Russia,Ukraine, Inflation and the National debt are exploding and

trust in US agencies and institutions has been leveled amid Biden scandals,

cover ups and House GOP investigations that have revealed corruption,

weaponization of police powers and attacks on free speech targeting Trump and

conservatives.

The public is rallying around Trump and investigations, indictments and deep

state lawfare.

Trump’s opponents offer no real original policy, running on the Trump agenda in

some areas while pushing neo-con, RINO, policy in the foreign policy arena.

The polls reinforce that MAGA won’t leave Trump for fakers. Why would the

Trump base vote for anyone other than Trump? People like DeSantis are only

using the America First agenda to attain power. If DeSantis was MAGA he

would have backed Trump’s re-election bid in November 2022. The

Establishment's attempts to remove Trump have failed, using DeSantis as a

vehicle has stalled as Trump leads by massive margins.
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Trump is going to be the Republican nominee, he’s the only one who can beat

Biden. The GOP must unite around him and stop burning money on“not serious”

candidates.

Remember, Trump gained 11 million votes from 2016 to 2020, more minorities

and independents voted for Trump in 2020 than any Republican in history. You

hear people falsely shout “Trump cant win a general” - That narrative is easily

dispelled considering the above stats, many Obama voters voted for Trump and

the 2020 election was rigged and full of irregularities

Trump does reach independents.

Trump does reach across the table.

Trump can reach blacks and hispanics.

Trump will win the general election in 2024, in my opinion.

.
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